Abstract-Dynamic rate adaptation for uplink data transmission in a cellular multidimensional multicode (MDMC) direct-sequence code-division multiple-access packet data network is modeled and analyzed in this paper. An analytical framework is developed to evaluate the performances of radio link level dynamic rate adaptation schemes under multipath fading and log-normal shadowing. The radio link level throughput under optimal dynamic rate adaptation (having exponential computational complexity) and different heuristic-based suboptimal rate adaptation schemes can be assessed under the presented analytical framework. The performance of MDMC signaling is compared with that of the single-code variable spreading factor (VSF) signaling. To this end, based on an equilibrium point analysis of the system in steady-state, a base station-assisted and mobile-controlled dynamic rate adaptation scheme is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
IDEBAND code-division multiple-access (WCDMA) systems (e.g., ETSI WCDMA, cdma2000) will be the major radio transmission technologies for IMT-2000. These systems have intrinsic support for adaptive packet data access on a frame-by-frame basis, which is achievable through variable-rate data transmission. Multicode (MC) transmission [1] and single-code transmission with variable spreading factor (VSF) [2] are two different ways of implementing varible-rate transmission. In an MC WCDMA system, each spreading code carries a basic rate, and codes are provided in parallel to enable a user to transmit at times the basic rate capability. Therefore, the number of active channels is variable during the call, while the spreading gain on each channel is generally kept fixed (although a finer rate quantization can be achieved by allowing variable spreading gain in each channel). In the case of single-code transmission with variable spreading gain, each user transmits using only one code channel and the spreading gain varies inversely with the transmission rate. Some minimum required spreading gain may limit the highest achievable transmission rate in a single-code VSF system.
Since high-rate services in an MC WCDMA system can only be implemented using a large number of parallel channels, it leads to complex transmitter and RAKE receiver implementations [3] . In addition, for uplink transmission, conventional MC transmission may incur high power consumption in the mobile terminal. This is due to the higher requirements on the linearity of the mobile terminal transmitter power amplifier resulting from the larger envelope variations in the transmitted signal [3] . MDMC signaling [4] , which generally uses a fixed number of codes for transmission, can overcome some of these limitations.
In MDMC signaling, transmission is based on multiple orthogonal parallel channels and the effect of self-interference among the parallel channels (which becomes more severe as the number of channels increases, especially in multipath fading environments) is minimized. In addition, a constant envelope signal is generated using precoding channels.
Dynamic rate adaptation in a WCDMA system can increase the statistical multiplexing gain with a consequent increase in instantaneous system throughput. Therefore, it can play a role which is analogous to that of dynamic link adaptation in narrowband systems (e.g., enhanced data for GSM evolution (EDGE) [5] ). The aim is to maximize the overall network throughput which is constrained by channel fading, interference, and noise. Fast and simple algorithms for dynamic rate adaptation based on the channel status (which is a function of channel load and error characteristics) need to be developed for cellular WCDMA systems.
The issue of finding fast and efficient suboptimal solutions of the dynamic rate-allocation problem was addressed in [6] . Two interference-based dynamic rate-allocation procedures for uplink packet data transmission in a single-code VSF WCDMA system were proposed and analyzed therein. This paper addresses the problem of modeling and analysis of dynamic rate adaptation in MDMC direct-sequence code-division multiple access (DS-CDMA) cellular wireless networks where the dynamic rate adaptation is performed considering only a single class of users with similar quality of service (QoS) requirements, while trying to maximize the radio link level throughput. An analytical framework is developed to evaluate radio link level throughput under dynamic rate adpatation in cellular MDMC and VSF DS-CDMA networks for two automatic repeat request (ARQ)-based radio link level error control alternatives, namely, Selective Repeat (SR) and Go-Back-m (GBm). Radio link level throughput under optimal 1 dynamic rate adaptation can be also assessed under the presented analytical framework. To this end, based on an equilibrium point analysis of the system in steady state, a base station (BS)-assisted and mobile-controlled dynamic rate adaptation procedure is proposed and analyzed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system model, which describes the MDMC signaling and the problem of optimal rate allocation is presented in Section II. The analysis of signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) in a single cell with MDMC signaling in the presence of multipath fading and log-normal shadowing is presented in Section III. Two SINR models for performance evaluation of dynamic rate adaptation in a multicell DS-CDMA environment are presented in Section IV. Several heuristic-based dynamic rate adaptation algorithms are presented in Section V. In Section VI, the radio link level throughput with MDMC signaling under the proposed rate adaptation algorithms is evaluated for the two radio link level error control alternatives, namely, SR and GBm. A BS-assisted and mobile-controlled dynamic rate selection procedure is presented in Section VII. Conclusions are stated in Section VIII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Variable Rate Transmission and Optimal Rate Allocation
A time-framed system is considered here, in which the frame duration is fixed. Depending on the rate allocation, however, a mobile station can transmit a variable number of fixed-length radio link control (RLC)/medium access control (MAC) layer frames, which are derived from the segmentation of variablelength Internet protocol (IP) packets, within one frame time. Let the length of a frame be denoted by and the transmission rates be selected from the set of rates { } (where , ) such that the throughput during a frame time is maximized. The throughput is a function of the actual traffic load and the channel condition. If it is assumed that only one frame (of fixed length of bits) corresponding to the smallest (basic) rate can be transmitted during a frame time, then for rate , frames can be transmitted during the a frame time. 2 We refer to Table I for the list of key mathematical notations used in this paper.
The problem of finding the optimal rate allocation under such variable rate transmission scenario can be described as subject to (1) where , denotes the number of users with rate , and is the total number of active users during a frame time in a tagged cell. Here, the throughput in a tagged cell can be expressed by frames/frame time ( where the probability of correct frame reception at rate depends on the channel interference and fading conditions, and on the error-control scheme employed.
If two or more cells (say, cells) are jointly involved in the rate adaptation, the optimal rate-allocation problem in (1) can be restated as subject to (3) where corresponds to the th tagged cell. In this case, for a total of cells, the other-cell interference is caused in part by the ( ) cells with actual traffic loads { }, and in part by the rest of the cells (i.e., ( ) cells). Interferences from these ( ) cells can be characterized by a mean-sense approximation [6] . With joint multicell rate adaptation, the sum of the throughtputs in cells is frames/frame time (4) Thus, for joint multicell rate adaptation, the effects of the above two types of other-cell interference should be reflected in the probability .
B. MDMC Signaling for Variable Rate Transmission
For variable rate transmission, MDMC DS-CDMA signaling is employed, which was proposed in [4] , to provide transmission rates up to using (e.g., )-parallel code channels, while maintaining a constant spreading factor per symbol. The MC signaling, considered for high-rate transmissions in WCDMA uplink [7] , uses dual binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) for data modulation and quaternary phase-shift keying (QPSK) for spreading. The MDMC signaling introduces additional -ary orthogonal modulation for each subset of -parallel code channels with , which results in bi-orthogonal signaling and carries a maximum of ( )-bit information per symbol. The MDMC signaling increases the data rate compared to the MC signaling by exploiting the user-specific signature sequence as part of the data modulation. Here, the resulting user-specific signature sequence is concatenated by the -ary modulating sequence that carries the maximum -bit information [4] . The main difference between the MDMC DS-CDMA and the parallel-combinatorial DS-CDMA proposed in [8] is that the design of the concatenated signature sequence can be performed in many different ways for the MDMC signaling. For instance, when -parallel MC signaling is considered, the -ary modulating sequence can be inserted into any subset of -parallel MC signaling, resulting in a large degree of freedom to increase the data rate as far as it is allowed. For example, if , additional data of bits per symbol can be sent, which far exceeds bits per symbol obtainable using the MC signaling.
Note that BPSK DS-CDMA is used for and dual BPSK DS-CDMA is adopted when . For , the MDMC BPSK DS-CDMA signal is constructed as follows: (5) where , is the signal power per code channel, is the carrier frequency, the spreading factor per symbol is equal to , { } denote -parallel binary data, is the Hadamard matrix of elements 1, ( ) is a modulating sequence to be selected by -bit binary data ( ) from the subset of 2 row vectors in any orthogonal matrix of size -by-(e.g., ), { } is the user-specific signature sequence that results in the concatenated signature sequence { } due to the 2 -ary orthogonal modulation, and is a rectangular chip pulse of unit magnitude, occupied in [0, ).
A one-bit precoding is used for a constant envelope MC signal of magnitude to avoid nonlinear distortions in uplink transmission when , and then ( ) bits can be conveyed via . If we choose and per symbol, is selected to send the data of bits per symbol. To illustrate, Fig. 1 shows the transmitter to generate the MDMC signal when [4] . Note that the MDMC signaling can be easily applied to both the IMT-2000 and IS-95 uplink transmissions using only BPSK modulation with QPSK spreading.
C. Dynamic Rate Allocation and Radio Link Level Error Recovery
Each user can transmit the variable data of bits using the above signals over a symbol time , while an optimum rate combination during a frame time may be determined using actual traffic load 3 or an estimate of the traffic load, the location of the mobiles, the interference generated by each mobile, and the transmit power levels at the different mobiles (as will be described later in this paper). The dynamic rate allocation is then broadcast by the BS using a control channel.
Either SR-or GBm-based error control proposed in [6] can be adopted for radio link level error recovery. In case of SR-based error control, each frame (of length bits) transmitted during a frame time is treated independently so that only the frames involved in errors will be retransmitted. The GBm scheme assumes a whole frame decoding rather than an individual frame decoding within a frame time. That is, the frames transmitted during a frame time (with transmission rate ) are treated as one single frame of length bits. Therefore, when the whole frame is declared to have failed after decoding, all the frames during that frame time will be retransmitted.
III. CHARACTERIZATION OF TOTAL MULTIPLE ACCESS INTERFERENCE (MAI) IN A CELL UNDER MDMC SIGNALING IN FADING CHANNELS
Suppose that the th mobile in a desired cell , transmits its signal at a specific rate according to the optimal rate allocation as in (1) . Then, the received signal with only the in-cell interference is modeled as (6) where the index represents the tagged cell, and are the channel gain and delay for the th user in cell and th path, and is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with two-sided power spectral density (PSD) . Here, is obtained from using: 1) for the BPSK DS-CDMA with ; 2) for the dual BPSK DS-CDMA with ; 3) from in (5), where , , ( ), and are replaced by , , ( ), and . For the variable-rate transmission, the transmit signal power per code channel for the th user in cell can be written as (7) where is the transmit power at the basic rate and is the transmit power with rate , if (single/dual channels) and for due to -parallel code channels.
Assume that the signal from the th mobile is desired, and the (normalized) correlated output corresponding to the th path at the BS , is given by (8) where is zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance , and is given by (9) . After a few steps, the cross-correlation function can be defined by (10), where denotes the complex conjugate and
Since is a constant envelope signal of magnitude due to one-bit precoding, is equivalent to (11) where denotes the temporal average operation, and represent two uncorrelated, binary code sequences of duration , and . For random binary sequences, 4 it can be easily shown [9] that (12) Then, the RAKE combiner's output is defined by , where the (output) SINR for the th path is derived as in (13) at the bottom of the next page, where and denote the expectation and variance of , respectively. Since the second term in the denominator of (13) can be often neglected, a conservative estimate of the RAKE-combined output SINR, , can be expressed as in (14) at the bottom of the next page, where , and and represents the channel gain between and the th user in cell due to short-term and long-term fading, respectively.
With uplink power control, the received signal power at basic rate can be written as for and (15) Therefore, the RAKE-combined output SINR in (14) can be formulated as (16) where is the received bit energy.
IV. SINR MODELING AND DYNAMIC RATE ADAPTATION
A. SINR Model Based on Mean-Sense Approximation of Other-Cell Interference (SINR Model-1)
Assume that the traffic load in all the cells is given by transmission attempts per frame time and that the impact of other-cell interference in the target cell (which is caused by a large number of neighboring cells) can be characterized in a mean sense. This assumption can be relaxed to the case where the traffic load in different cells vary, but the average load over all cells is kept fixed to some value (say, ). 5 Then, the expression for the RAKE-combined output SINR in (16) can be modified by taking the other-cell interference into account as follows [10] : (17) where the average other-cell interference factor in the tagged cell is defined by [6] (18) Here, the other-cell interference factor is defined by (19) in which the short-term fading (i.e., Rayleigh fading) is given by with being the th path gain between and the th mobile in cell , and the long-term fading for the same link is modeled as (20) assuming that the signal between and the th mobile in cell is attenuated by the th power of the distance and log-normal shadowing ( is a zero-mean normal variate with standard deviation ).
The impact of other-cell interference is taken into consideration in an average sense (by introducing the average other-cell interference factor ) in the above SINR formulation. Since the interference and fading conditions are highly dynamic (due to user location and mobility patterns), the SINR corresponding to a mobile transmitter would vary from one snapshot to another, depending on the channel matrix, and it would vary from cell to cell even in the presence of uniform traffic load. Therefore, in a multicell environment, an average-sense approach enables us to estimate the system performance in a cell without taking user location and the micromobility issues explicitly into consideration.
The impact of other-cell interference becomes more significant with increasing sum rate and as a result, the radio link level throughput will decrease. This implies that the above SINR modeling provides a conservative estimate on the rate allocation when the sum rate becomes large in a cell. On the other hand, if the sum rate is relatively small, then the rate allocation is somewhat optimistic, due to the reduced impact of other-cell interference.
In the case of VSF signaling, the expression for SINR under mean-sense approximation of the other-cell interference is given as follows [6] :
B. SINR Model Based on Mean-Sense Approximation Along With Exact Calculation of Other-Cell Interference (SINR Model-2)
This model considers explicitly the other-cell interference factors corresponding to the mobiles confined only to a small subset of (e.g., ) cells (rather than the entire set of cells). That is, two types of other-cell interference are considered: interference that results from the ( ) cells with actual traffic loads { } and interference from the other ( ) cells (as shown in Fig. 2 ). Interference in the tagged cell due to the other ( ) cells is evaluated in a mean sense, and the mean-sense interference factor is given by (22) All cells considered here are assumed to be adjacent to each other in a hexagonal cell layout. Then, the RAKE-combined output SINR in (17) can be formulated as in (23). With this SINR modeling, the expression for SINR in the case of VSF signaling is given by (24) [6] .
(23) (24)
In general, mobiles in the different cells experience different patterns of other-cell interference. With SINR Model-2, the interference due to each individual mobile within a group of neighboring cells can be taken into account explicitly, and therefore, by performing joint multicell rate adaptation based on SINR Model-2, the effect of other-cell interference may be minimized in the involved cells.
C. Optimal Dynamic Rate Adaptation
During dynamic rate adaptation, if higher transmission rates are allocated to mobiles in a cell, it causes the other-cell interference to increase which, in turn, may reduce the throughput in other cells. Therefore, for a multicell system (with cells), the optimal rate allocation over all the cells could be found that minimizes the other-cell interference and maximizes the total system throughput choose for subject to maximizing
This optimal rate allocation in (25) can be determined by an exhaustive search (having exponential computational complexity) to find the rate combinations { } that maximize system throughput. To avoid this huge computational complexity, low-complexity suboptimal dynamic rate adaptation schemes are required. Several heuristic-based suboptimal rate adaptation schemes will be presented later in this paper.
Again, a SINR model that involves all the other-cell interference factors { } ( , and ) would incur significant complexity in implementation of any dynamic rate adaptation scheme.
D. Dynamic Rate Adaptation Based on SINR Model-1
The mean-sense approach avoids the above implementation complexity by considering the other-cell interference factors { } in an average sense while determining the rate allocation for the mobiles in the tagged cell . Therefore, SINR Model-1 basically lends itself to simple single-cell dynamic rate adaptation. In this case, a single other-cell interference factor for each cell (i.e., for cell , which can be estimated by the RNC) can be used by the corresponding BS to determine the rate allocation among the different mobiles in that cell.
With SINR Model-1, some heuristic-based rate allocation can be used to allocate rates among mobiles in a cell that will maximize the throughput so that the complexity of an exhaustive search to determine the rate allocation can be avoided. Since the spatial distribution of the mobiles is not taken explicitly into account, and since the rate allocation tries to optimize the radio link level throughput, the performances of the optimal and the suboptimal schemes would be almost the same.
E. Dynamic Rate Adaptation Based on SINR Model-2
The key to the efficient dynamic rate adaptation in a cellular WCDMA system lies in the intelligent management of in-cell and other-cell interferences. Since the SINR Model-1 above takes into account the other-cell interference in an average sense, dynamic rate adaptation using SINR Model-1 is unable to take into account and effectively control the other-cell interference, which is impacted largely by the spatial distribution of the mobiles. On the other hand, SINR Model-2 which takes the other-cell interference caused by ( ) cells explicitly into consideration, lends itself to joint multicell rate adaptation over cells. By joint multicell rate adaptation, the impact of { } in the adjacent cells involved can be minimized so that the rate allocation is optimized to produce the maximum throughput in (3) . Note that, with in this SINR model, the optimal rate allocation over all the cells could be determined using an exhaustive search among all possible rate allocations to all the mobiles in these cells.
Since it requires estimation of, on the average, interference factors per cell, the implementation complexity of the adaptation scheme increases with increasing . Again, with , to reduce the computational complexity, heuristic-based suboptimal rate-allocation schemes can be used (instead of exhaustive search-based optimal rate allocation) within these cells. Note that, the issue of SINR modeling for dynamic rate adaptation in a cellular DS-CDMA network is decoupled from the issue of dynamic rate adaptation in this paper. For both the SINR models described above, optimal 6 and suboptimal (e.g., heuristic-based) rate allocations can be determined. The optimal rate allocation to all the mobiles in all the cells can be determined using SINR Model-2 with only.
V. HEURISTIC-BASED RATE ADAPTATION ALGORITHMS
A. Channel Gain-Based Dynamic Rate Adaptation
In this case, the maximum allowable transmission rates are allocated to the mobiles with higher channel gains. Mobiles located near the cell boundary would presumably have lower channel gains, and therefore, allocating higher transmission rates to these mobiles would increase interference to adjacent cells. With uplink power control the transmit power levels { } are inversely proportional to the channel gains as in (15) .
Under single-cell rate adaptation, the rate allocation { } in the tagged cell can be performed by using the channel gains { } as follows. Allocate the maximum allowable rate to the mobiles in an increasing order of the transmit power levels (or decreasing order of channel gains) while trying to maximize in (2) using SINR Model-1. The joint multicell rate allocation { over cells can be performed similarly to the single-cell rate allocation by measuring the transmit power levels { }, where the maximum allowable rate is allocated to the mobiles in an increasing order of the transmit power levels, while trying to maximize using SINR Model-2. Note that, when the rate zero is allocated to the th mobile in cell ,
. Therefore, by restricting the rate allocation to a few mobiles with the most favorable channel conditions, the impact of other-cell interference can be minimized.
For the above rate-allocation procedure, the rate allocation is restricted only to two possible rates: and . Therefore, the rate allocation leads to some extreme rate distribution while maximizing the total system throughput.
B. Peak Interference-Based Dynamic Rate Adaptation
The idea behind this suboptimal scheme is to minimize the peak interference to other adjacent cells by allocating lower 6 This optimality holds within the tagged cell or within a group of N cells, in the case of SINR Model-1 and SINR Model-2, respectively. transmission rates to mobiles which may generate high interference to other cells. Especially, high-rate transmission from a mobile located near the cell boundary would increase the interference to adjacent cells, and consequently, would limit the radio link level throughput in those cells. Therefore, maximum allowable rates are allocated to the mobiles with the most favorable interference conditions (with respect to the other cells) in terms of peak-interference factor.
The rate-allocation procedure in this case can be described as follows.
1) Find the peak-interference factor corresponding to the th mobile in cell (which characterizes peak interference to adjacent other cells due to the th mobile in cell ), and repeat this for all and . 2) Allocate the maximum possible rate ( ) to the mobiles logically arranged in an increasing order of the corresponding peak interferences { } to maximize throughput .
C. Sum Interference-Based Dynamic Rate Adaptation
The idea behind this scheme is to minimize the composite of the other-cell interference, which is the sum of interferences generated by all the mobiles in a cell to the adjacent cells. In fact, the effect of spatial distribution of the mobiles on the joint multicell dynamic rate allocation may be more effectively taken into account through sum interference-based dynamic rate allocation. The joint multicell rate allocation, in this case, allocates the maximum allowable rate to the mobiles with the most favorable interference conditions (with respect to the other cells) in terms of the sum-interference factor, which is defined by for and .
VI. RADIO LINK LEVEL THROUGHPUT
A. Analysis of Bit-Error Rate (BER) Under MDMC Signaling
Since the MDMC DS-CDMA is 2 -ary ( ) bi-orthogonal signaling, a symbol-by-symbol detection yields the probability of symbol error, conditioned on as follows [11] : (26) where for , and has the probability density function [12] for equal average path power for unequal average path power (27) In the above, we have assumed that where the per-path SINR is given by with respect to the RAKE-combined output SINR in (17) and (23). It is to be noted that the channel gain due to long-term fading is assumed to be fixed during each rate-adaptation interval.
With the maximal ratio (independent) -path coherent combining, the average probability of symbol error at rate can be evaluated as in (28) below and (29) at the bottom of the page for the cases of equal average path power and unequal average path power, respectively, where is the gamma function and is the confluent hypergeometric function [13] (28) Now, if we view the 2 -ary bi-orthogonal signaling as a combination of antipodal and 2 -ary orthogonal signaling, the BER can be well approximated to (30) because errors may occur for antipodal signals with negligible probability. For instance, the QPSK with has the BER of .
B. BER Under VSF Signaling
In the case of -path Rayleigh fading with equal average path power (which is referred to as Channel Model-A in this paper), is replaced by , where the RAKE-combined output SINR is found in (21) and (24).
Let us denote by the effective traffic load (i.e., ). Then, for maximal-ratio combining with independent branches, the BER is given by [12] (31)
where . In the case of multipath Rayleigh fading with unequal average path power (which is referred to as Channel Model-B in this paper), is replaced by with the RAKE-combined output SINR in (21) and (24). Then, the BER can be expressed by [12] (32)
where .
The parameters for Channel Model-B in this paper are assumed to be based on the vehicular-B model [14] for macrocell.
C. Analysis of Radio Link Level Throughput
For the SR-based error control, a mobile with rate can transmit up to frames during a frame time, each containing bits with -bit error-correcting capability. Hence, for the SR-based error control (33) With GBm-based error control, all the frames transmitted during a frame time are considered a single frame of length bits with -bit error-correcting capability, where is chosen such that the code rate is the same as the single frame (with bits) decoding case with -bit error-correcting code. Hence, for the GBm-based error control (34)
In the case of VSF signaling, in (33) and (34) above would be replaced by to yield . After ( ) is determined, the radio link level throughput can be evaluated by using (2) . In the case of joint -cell rate adaptation under MDMC signaling, for the tagged cell in (4) is evaluated through (30) and (33) or (34) by replacing with . For VSF signaling, is evaluated using (33) or (34) with replaced by as determined through (31) or (32).
D. Numerical Results and Discussions
Radio link level throughput ( ) is evaluated under dynamic rate adaptation with MDMC and VSF signaling for both the SRand the GBm-based error control schemes using SINR Model-1 and SINR Model-2 (i.e., for single-cell and joint multicell rate adaptation, respectively) (Figs. 3-5) . The assumed values for some of the simulation parameters are provided in Table II . The long-term fading in (20) is assumed to be constant over a frame time . The values of and , which account for the short-term fading in (19), are assumed to be constant only over a fraction of the frame-time , where (e.g., number of power control slots per frame time). 7 Therefore, the value of over a frame time is calculated by using the average of the independent values of . As is evident from Figs. 3-5 , for all of the rate-adaptation algorithms, higher throughput performance is achieved with MDMC signaling over a range of system load for both the SRand the GBm-based error control schemes. This observation holds for both SINR Model-1 and SINR Model-2 (i.e, for both 7 The value of N is assumed to be 16 in this paper.
single cell and joint multicell rate adaptation). This is due to the higher SINR achieved for MDMC signaling at the cost of receiver complexity. Since in a time-dispersive environment the performance of the conventional MC transmission is similar to the performance of VSF transmission [3] , similar observations can be made when comparing the performances of MDMC signaling and conventional MC transmission.
The performance comparison among the different heuristic-based rate-adaptation algorithms with MDMC signaling under joint multicell rate adaptation is illustrated in Fig. 6 . The channel gain-based dynamic rate adaptation is observed to perform consistently better compared to the other schemes under both MDMC and VSF signaling.
With mean-sense approximation for the other-cell interference (i.e., with SINR Model-1), the effect of the other-cell interference on the tagged cell is rather optimistic, and for this reason, the average throughput per mobile per frame time is observed to be higher, compared with that obtainable for SINR Model-2 with all the heuristic-based rate-adaptation algorithms presented in this paper. With SINR Model-1, the performance difference among the channel gain-based, the peak interference-based, and the sum interference-based rate adaptation is observed to be not significant at all (as speculated in Section IV-D).
With optimal dynamic rate adaptation (which is determined by an exhaustive search among all possible rate allocations to mobiles in cells), based on some of our earlier experiments (as reported in [6] ), we expect that the performance improvement is not significantly better than that achievable with channel gain-based or sum interference-based rate allocation. 
VII. BS-ASSISTED AND MOBILE-CONTROLLED
RATE ADAPTATION In a BS-controlled (i.e., centralized) dynamic rate and errorcontrol scheme, the BS dynamically assigns the transmission rates to the mobiles based on the traffic load and the channel condition. The transmission rate assignment may be based on the single-cell dynamic rate adaptation or joint multicell rate adaptation as discussed earlier in this paper. But in any case, it requires the BSs to know in advance the corresponding interference factors (or in other words, the exact number of users ready to transmit and their channel conditions during a frame time). Information regarding the number of ready-to-transmit users can be conveyed either by some preamble bits (as in the BS-II Algorithm in [15] ) or by the subrate channel maintained for each connection. Either of these schemes may cause a loss in the effective radio channel utilization.
In another type of centralized implementation, the BS can assign the transmission rates based on an estimate of the number of ready-to-transmit users { } during a frame time rather than the exact number of users that will transmit during the next frame time (e.g., BS-I Algorithm in [15] ). Channel load estimation under a bursty traffic environment may not be simple and it may lead to some ad hoc rate-adaptation algorithm.
In fully distributed dynamic rate adaptation, each mobile can choose a transmission rate independently; the problem here is to determine proper adaptation criteria and a suitable method of rate adaptation. Hybrid schemes can be devised for uplink packet data transmission where the BS can assist the mobiles in performing the dynamic rate adaptation. Such a hybrid BS-assisted mobile-controlled dynamic rate adaptation algorithm is proposed in this paper.
In the proposed scheme, each mobile initially chooses an appropriate transmission rate among the permissible transmission rates. Each mobile updates its transmission rate based on its transmission status. It increases the rate in the case of successful transmission, while it decreases the rate in the case of transmission failure.
If any one of the frames (all of the frames) transmitted by a mobile with rate is (are) correctly received in the case of SR-(GBm-) based error control, let the probability that the mobile increases the rate to in the next transmission attempt be . If all the frames are in error, let the probability that the mobile decreases the rate to in the next transmission attempt be . Based on the feedback information on transmission status, each mobile updates the values of and locally during each frame time. In addition to that, the parameters and are updated periodically based on the information broadcast by the BS. This enables the mobiles to exploit some global information for dynamic rate adaptation. Therefore, the rate adaptation algorithm can be viewed as a BS-assisted and mobile-controlled (distributed) algorithm.
The BS estimates the offered load and the average number of active users using rate , over a certain time window ( ), which is comprised of several transmission frame times. Based on these estimates, the values of and can be determined and can be periodically broadcast by the BS using a control channel. The mobiles use these estimated values of and as the initial values for transmission during the next time window.
The estimation of and from the average load and the transmission-rate information (which is based on equilibrium point analysis [16] of the system in steady state as will be presented later) is such that the value of ( ) is increased (reduced) when the system load is low, and the value of ( ) is reduced (increased) when the system load is high. The system load during a time window of measurement is reflected in the number of transmission attempts and the corresponding rates chosen by the different mobile users.
Since only the average load information, rather than the actual instantaneous traffic load information, is used to estimate and , and the local adaptation of the parameters and is heuristic based, the performance of such a scheme would be inferior to that of the ideal dynamic rate adaptation. 8 On the other hand, such a scheme may offer the advantage of implementation simplicity.
If is the number of active users in a desired cell, then , where is the number of mobiles with rate at a certain time. Note that under the assumption of binomial distribution on frame transmission with parameters ( ), equals . Suppose that the system is at an equilibrium point. Then, considering the rates , , and , the set of balance equations in (35) can be obtained, where depends on the error control scheme (i.e., SR or GBm) employed and , namely, all mobiles use the rate zero for transmissions, then we have . This implies that for a nonzero , and hence, . On the other hand, as . These are intuitively satisfying. Therefore, based on (37), an efficient dynamic adaptation of (and hence, and ) can be achieved. The value of is estimated as the average of the values of , which are evaluated by using each of the measured values of ( ) in (37). Now, based on the load and rate estimations and the relation in (37), an iterative method for global adaptation of the values is proposed as follows. 1) The BS estimates and { } (average number of users using the rate during a frame time) over the th time window, where the estimates are allowed to be noninteger values [16] . These estimates are used to update the values of and for the th time window.
2) Using the estimates, determine that satisfies (37) where { }, which is a function of { }, de- 
In addition, each mobile updates the value of ( ) locally within the time window according to an additive increase and multiplicative decrease (AIMD) method [17] .
With the AIMD method, for successful transmission of at least one frame (all frames) in the case of SR-(GBm-) based error control, the values of and are updated as follows: and , where , . Here, ( ) and ( ) are the values of ( ) at the th and th frame time, respectively, during the th window period.
In the case of transmission failure (i.e., when all of the frames transmitted during a frame time are unsuccessful), the values of and are updated as follows: and . The above steps are repeated for each time window. The window size ( ) and the local adaptation parameters (i.e., , ) may be suitably adjusted to achieve a high throughput .
Typical performance results are illustrated in Fig. 7 for both the SR-and the GBm-based error control. It is assumed that the BS estimates and based on the number of correctly received frames. The performance results in the case of channel gain-based centralized rate adaptation with fixed channel load [shown as centr. (SR) and centr. (GBm)] are also presented for performance comparison. The performance results indicate that the proposed rate-adaptation scheme has the potential of reasonably high performance when the protocol parameters are properly chosen.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The performance of MDMC signaling, as a means of achieving variable-rate uplink packet data transmission in cellular WCDMA networks, has been modeled and analyzed. The MDMC signaling offers higher link level throughput compared to the other methods for achieving variable-rate transmission (e.g., VSF transmission and conventional MC transmission). Among the three heuristic-based rate-adaptation schemes, the channel gain-based rate adaptation offers the best throughput performance in the case of both single cell and joint multicell rate adaptation. The presented analytical framework enables us to evaluate the effects of the propagation parameters (e.g., path loss exponent, shadowing parameter) and the other channel parameters on the link level throughput, and hence, on higher layer (e.g., transmission control protocol) throughput in a variable-rate transmission scenario in a cellular WCDMA network. The performance of the proposed BS-assisted and mobile-controlled dynamic rate-adaptation procedure has been observed to be reasonably close to the performance of the ideal suboptimal centralized rate-adaptation policy.
